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M PERFORMANCE PARTS

ACCESSORIES FOR
BMW S 1000 RR
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FOLDING M CLUTCH LEVER / BRAKE LEVER
The CNC - milled M clutch lever and handbrake lever made of corrosion - resistant
anodised aluminium emphasise the motorbike’s sportiness in a particularly impressive
manner. They are perfectly matched to the bike design and folds upwards reversibly,
which reduces the risk of bending or breaking in the event of a fall.

1 Folding M handbrake lever

2 Folding M clutch lever

M CLUTCH LEVER PROTECTOR / BRAKE LEVER PROTECTOR
Essential on the race track, the M clutch lever protector and M handbrake lever
protector are also a clear statement of uncompromising sportiness on the road.
The curved bows made of aluminium and plastic protect the clutch lever and brake
lever on the handlebars from being unintentionally actuated due to contact with
another vehicle.

1 M handbrake lever protector

2 M clutch lever protector

M PERFORMANCE PARTS
M RIDER FOOTRESTS AND M PASSENGER FOOTRESTS
The M footrest system provides optimum
ergonomics and sportiness thanks
to its dynamic look and many
adjustment options.
The M passenger footrests (not shown)
are milled from an anodised aluminium
alloy and give the bike an even
sportier appearance.

M ENGINE PROTECTORS
The M engine protector from BMW
Motorrad is made of aluminium and
equipped with a replaceable plastic
slip pad. It protects the engine from
direct grinding on the asphalt in extreme
cornering situations and thus reliably
prevents the engine components from
being ground to the core as well as the
engine from being damaged as a result.

Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.
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M AXLE PROTECTORS

USEFUL GEAR FOR THE RACETRACK
When riders prepare their bikes for the
race track, mirrors are needed just as
little as licence plate holders. The body
openings resulting from their removal
are perfectly sealedby the high - quality
covers in the M cover kit from BMW
Motorrad. Thus the front trim panel is

mounted optimally again.

1 M cover kit

2 M data logger

The M data logger from BMW Motorrad
was specially developed for optimising
performance on the race track. It stores
in detail all the important riding data
from speed to lean angle on 32 data

channels. The data can be transferred
to the PC and analysed using the
corresponding software.

The M axle protectors from BMW Motorrad
protect the fork and swinging arm of the
rear axle from scratches if the bike falls
or tips over. The robust drop - protection
pads are made of highly abrasion - resistant
plastic and can take a lot if necessary. In
the typical M look, they match the bike’s
design perfectly.

M CARBON BOLT - ON PARTS

1 M carbon front wheel cover

M carbon parts are lightweight and give the bike an even sportier racing look.

USEFUL GEAR (ON AND OFF THE TRACK)
The M remote adjuster for the handbrake
was developed for the race track and
allows easy remote adjustment of the
braking pressure while riding.

particularly non - slip upper material and
firm foam, it gives the rider optimum grip
in the chase for the all - important tenths
of a second.

The M seat was specially designed for the
race track and enables fatigue - free riding
thanks to maximum feedback. With its

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
and ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

2 M seat, high

2 M carbon rear wheel cover

3 M carbon top fairing side panel

4 M carbon tank trim

1 M seat

5 M carbon airbox cover

6 M carbon chain guard

7 M carbon pinion cover

4 M remote brake lever adjuster

Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

1 Seat height 824 mm,
inner leg curve 1,827 mm
2 Seat height 849 mm,
inner leg curve 1,867 mm
3 Seat height 814 mm,
inner leg curve 1,809 mm

3 M seat, low
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M OIL FILLER NECK
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M CARBON WHEELS
The ultimate high - tech feature. The M carbon rear wheels give the motorbike
maximum riding dynamics and handling comfort on the road. The ultra - light carbon
rims are each more than 2.5 kg lighter than the standard wheels, have significantly
lower gyroscopic forces and make it easier and quicker to quick - turn the bike from
one side to the other.

1 M carbon wheel, front

STORAGE
TANK BAG, 10 L

TANK BAG, 1.5 L

BAG FOR PASSENGER SEAT, 10 L

The 10 - litre tank bag from BMW Motorrad
with belt attachment integrates perfectly
into the bike’s racing design. It does not
slip and thanks to its volume that can
be expanded from 6 to 10 litres, it has
sufficient storage space in its waterproof,
removable liner for the most important
travel items.

The BMW Motorrad 1.5 - litre tank bag
can be attached to fit on the tank cover
with Tenax quick - release fasteners and
integrates perfectly into the bike’s racing
design. It does not slip and offers 1.5
litres of storage space in its waterproof,
removable liner for the most important
travel items.

The 10 - litre BMW Motorrad passenger
seat bag is perfectly adapted to the bike’s
racing design. It can be fitted precisely
on the passenger seat without special
brackets, remains dimensionally stable
and the volume can be extended from
7 to 10 litres for more luggage – well
protected in the waterproof liner.

2 M carbon wheel, rear

The M oil filler neck milled from black
anodised aluminium has a white lasered
M logo and highlights the sporty design
with its look. The sealing cap has three
bore holes which ensure an anti - twist
protection for the race track.

Not with a seat hump. Use only with passenger seat.

M ASSEMBLY STAND MOUNTING

M FORGED WHEELS

The M assembly stand mounting enables
use of the rear sport assembly stand.
The high - quality swinging arm adapters
are simply mounted on the rear of the
swinging arm and can also remain on
the motorcycle while riding. With their
M look, they fit perfectly into the sporty
design of the bike.

The forged aluminium wheels are black anodised and available in the wheel size
120/70 ZR 17 at the front and 200/55 ZR 17 at the rear. With 5 mm brake discs,
they offer maximum braking performance and ensure a noticeable improvement
in riding performance due to their low oscillating mass – on the racetrack as well
as in road traffic.
1 M forged wheel, front

REAR BAG, 20 L

SADDLEBAG, 21 L

The 20 - litre BMW Motorrad rear bag
is perfectly adapted to the bike’s racing
design. It can be fitted precisely on the
passenger seat without special brackets
and remains dimensionally stable. The
luggage remains well protected in the
waterproof removable liner even in wind
and weather.

The saddlebags from BMW Motorrad
fit perfectly into the sporty design of the
bike. They can carry quite a bit of luggage
in their waterproof liner. If required, the
black bags including spacers can be
removed quickly and easily thanks to the
Quick - Lock fasteners.

2 M forged wheel, rear

Not with a seat hump. Use only with passenger seat.

Not with a seat hump. Use only with passenger seat.

M FORK CLAMP FOR STUB HANDLEBARS
(NOT SHOWN)

M LITHIUM ION BATTERY
(NOT SHOWN)

The high - quality M fork clamps from BMW Motorrad make
it possible to mount stub handlebars. The clamps are milled
from a high - strength aluminium alloy and therefore especially
lightweight while remaining absolutely dimensionally stable.
An anodised finish ensures optimal corrosion protection in
wind and weather.

High battery power and low weight – the high - quality M battery
featuring the latest lithium - ion technology weighs only 1,288 g,
a full 2,000 g lighter than the standard battery. The perfect
starting aid for ambitious Superbike riders who want to invest
in every single gram on their motorcycle.
Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.
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ERGONOMICS & COMFORT

TANK PAD

STICKER SET RR

TINTED WINDSCREEN

HIGH WINDSCREEN

HIGH WINDSCREEN, TINTED

The self - adhesive tank pad absolutely
reliably protects the fuel tank from
scratches on the paintwork and
impressively emphasises the bike’s racing
look with its dynamic form. It is heat,
moisture and water resistant and has
a strong, UV - resistant protective layer.

The decorative sticker set of the S 1000 RR is perfectly tailored to the motorcycle
and adds to the unique look. The colours white, yellow, black and silver grey for trim
panel and rims match perfectly with the base coat in Racing red.

The tinted windscreen emphasises the
sporty look of the motorcycle. The
scratch - resistant coating ensures
long - term unimpeded visibility.

The BMW Motorrad high windscreen
has the typical racing dome shape and
is approx. 53 mm higher than the standard
windscreen. It provides the rider with
significantly better wind protection when
riding in a horizontal position and, by
reducing air resistance, also enables
a noticeable increase in top speed.

The dome shaped, tinted high windscreen
from BMW Motorrad increases wind
protection and top speed in equal measure.

PASSENGER SEAT

PRO RIDING MODES RETROFIT SET
(NOT SHOWN)

HEATED GRIPS AND SWITCHES
(NOT SHOWN)

The standard black passenger seat offers
pleasant seating and fatigue - free comfort
for the passenger even on longer tours.

Pro riding modes make the bike fully
race - ready with three additional RACE
Pro modes and many racing extras. In
addition to the individually configurable
modes, they include three additional Core
Ride Screens and extras such as Launch
Control, Pit Lane Limiter, Hill Start Control
Pro, Dynamic Brake Control and DTC
Shift with Slide Control.

No more cold hands: this is ensured by
the electric heated grips with multi - stage
control. They increase comfort and at the
same time bring more safety, because
with warm hands and more feeling in
their fingers, the rider simply has better
control of the motorcycle – on cold days
as well as when riding in the rain.

SPORTS SILENCER
A top - class feature for top quality sound.
The sport silencer is made of high - quality
materials and is characterised by a throaty
sound and an attractive sporty appearance.
The sport silencer is manufactured entirely
from titanium. This slip - on silencer
developed with Akrapovič is also equipped
with a carbon end cap. In addition to the
visual and acoustic appeal, the use of
exclusive materials results in a weight
advantage over the standard silencer.
Power and torque are the same as the
standard configuration. The side face
of the sport silencer has a lasered
Akrapovič inscription.

Original BMW Motorrad accessories are available from your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.
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ACTIVATION CODE FOR
SHIFT ASSISTANT PRO
(NOT SHOWN)
The shift assistant Pro allows shifting up
and down in almost all load ranges and
engine speed ranges without clutch
control. The assistant thus ensures
noticeably reduced shifting times,
a relief of the clutch hand and thus more
comfort, dynamics and riding pleasure.

SAFETY
PROTECTIVE GLASS FOR
6.5 - INCH TFT DISPLAY

RADIATOR GRILLE

TYRE PRESSURE CONTROL
RETROFIT SET
(NOT SHOWN)
The tyre pressure control with all its
functions can be retrofitted by installing
the control unit. Tyre pressure control
provides reliable information about the
current tyre pressure and warns the rider
about pressure loss at an early stage.
The corresponding notifications and
instructions are provided by the
on - board computer in the cockpit.
To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
and ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

The protective glass reliably protects the
6.5 - inch TFT display from damage. The
hardened glass has an anti - glare and
anti - reflective surface, so that the TFT
display can be read easily. With BMW
Motorrad inscription.

The BMW Motorrad radiator grille reliably
protects the radiator on the race track
from tyre abrasion and damage due to
stone chips. The two - piece polyamide
grille fits the upper water cooler and
the lower oil cooler exactly and its
design matches the aerodynamics of
the motorcycle perfectly.

CRUISE CONTROL
RETROFITTING
(NOT SHOWN)

ANTI - THEFT ALARM SYSTEM
RETROFIT SET
(NOT SHOWN)

The electronic cruise control can be
activated from 30 km/h and keeps the
driving speed constant. This makes it
possible to enjoy longer motorway
stretches in a relaxed style. The function
is deactivated on braking, and the selected
speed is automatically adopted after
activating the resume button.

The anti - theft alarm system reacts to
changes in position and vibrations with
an acoustic signal and flashing warning
lights system. Thanks to the warning,
passers - by quickly become aware. The
anti - theft alarm system is activated
automatically when the ignition is
switched off; an additional remote
control is not required.
Note the differences in national - market versions.
To be fitted and / or enabled in a specialist workshop,
and ideally at your authorised BMW Motorrad Retailer.

